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Abstract. Patent collections contain an important amount of medical-related
knowledge, but existing tools were reported to lack of useful functionalities. We
present here the development of TWINC, an advanced search engine dedicated to
patent retrieval in the domain of health and life sciences. Our tool embeds two
search modes: an ad hoc search to retrieve relevant patents given a short query and
a related patent search to retrieve similar patents given a patent. Both search
modes rely on tuning experiments performed during several patent retrieval
competitions. Moreover, TWINC is enhanced with interactive modules, such as
chemical query expansion, which is of prior importance to cope with various ways
of naming biomedical entities. While the related patent search showed promising
performances, the ad-hoc search resulted in fairly contrasted results. Nonetheless,
TWINC performed well during the Chemathlon task of the PatOlympics
competition and experts appreciated its usability.
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Introduction
In recent years, patent collections have greatly increased, forming in 2009 a set of more
than 50 millions of patents [1]. These collections can be considered as an important and
high quality source of knowledge as they contain not only detailed and validated
information, but also because by definition their content is rarely found elsewhere.
Indeed, it has been shown that a significant number of patents contain unique
information not available in any other source [2]. Moreover, such collections are of
great interest for biomedical research. Indeed, among the chemistry-related patent
applications filed between 2005 and 2009, over 150’000 patent applications concerned
the biotechnology field and over 310’000 patent applications were related to
pharmaceuticals [3]. Therefore the use of such corpus is essential to information
retrieval in biomedical domain.
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Nevertheless, studies focused on features requirements for patent search [4]
showed the frequent lack of useful functionalities in existing tools. Moreover,
nomenclatures, such as genes’ and drugs’ names, contain many naming ambiguities
and synonyms. For example, the drug acetaminophen contains 17 additional names in
the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terminology, such as paracetamol. Therefore, to
be effective, a tool should at least be able to deal with synonyms.
Thus, several information retrieval (IR) campaigns have emerged promoting the
development of IR systems based on patent collections. The Text Retrieval Conference
(TREC) has set up the track TREC-Chem [5] proposing two search tasks: a Technical
Survey (TS) task and a Prior Art (PA) search task. While during 2009 and 2010, the
focus was put on the general chemistry domain, the TREC-Chem 2011 track focused
on biomedical and pharmaceutics requirements. This competition provides both a
quantitative assessment, but also a comparison of the different search engines
developed. At the same time, the PatOlympics competition [6] has explored the
development of interface-based tools and the ChemAthlon task has provided a
qualitative assessment of chemistry-related patent search.
We have developed TWINC (To WIN ChemAthlon), a web-based interactive and
user-friendly application dedicated to chemistry-based patent search to assist life and
health specialists. Our tool provides two search modes: an ad-hoc search, to retrieve a
set of documents that best fulfill an information need given a short query composed of
a few keywords; and a related patent search, to retrieve a set of similar patents given a
query composed of several paragraphs extracted from a patent. It also includes three
main interactive features: an International Patent Classification (IPC) classifier to
automatically attribute IPC codes to a query [7]; a chemical query expansion to retrieve
additional way of naming the chemical terms present in the query; and a relevance
feedback feature to refine the query based on relevant results. This paper describes the
main features of TWINC.
1. Data and Methods
1.1. Data
A collection of 1.3 millions of patents related to chemistry is provided by the TREC
campaign [8]. This collection comes from various patent organizations such as EPO
(European Patent Office), USPTO (United States Patent and Trademark Office) and
WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization) patent offices.
Ad hoc search is evaluated using a set of six topics (Figure 1) defined by means of
natural language by TREC evaluators for the TS task of TREC-Chem 2011. Relevance
judgments for each topic are obtained by a stratified sampling approach.
Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors is a potential target for Alzheimer's disease so
identifying potent inhibitors of this human enzyme may lead to new treatments of this
devastating disease
Figure 1. Example of an ad-hoc search topic related to biomedical domain

Related patent search is evaluated using a set composed of 1000 topics extracted
from patent applications and created for the PA task of TREC-Chem 2011. For that

particular task, relevance judgments are constructed based on the original citations of
the patents used as topics.
TWINC, our patent search tool, is qualitatively assessed based on two sets of three
queries authored by professional patent officers for the ChemAthlon 2010 and 2011
experiments. The experts define the relevance judgments during the live session [6].
1.2. Methods
In this section, we present the pipeline of the patent search approach. We also describe
the methods of the chemical query expansion module. Finally, methods to assess the
TWINC application are exposed.
Both ad-hoc search and related patent search follow a similar pipeline of three
steps. First, the collection is pre-processed, consisting in both the selection of relevant
sections and on the normalization of the patent content. Based on the results obtained in
the CLEF-IP 2009 [9], only title, abstract and claims are selected for indexing. Patent
content normalization is performed using the MeSH terminology. Second, a set of
relevant documents is retrieved using the Terrier search engine with the weighting
schema BM25. Third, the results are post-processed relying on the re-ranking of the
results based on the co-citations networks, where a patent highly cited by other patents
will be re-ranked higher. More detailed information on the tuning can be found in [10].
The chemical query expansion feature takes place in a three-stages pipeline. First,
the boundaries of chemical terms are detected using an open source chemical Named
Entity Recognition tool, called Oscar-3 [11]. Second, a MeSH categorizer [12]
normalizes these terms and maps them to unique identifiers. Third, we perform the
query expansion by adding synonyms found in different thesauri, including descriptors
available in terminological resources such as MeSH or PubChem.
The TWINC’s Graphical User Interface is developed with Flex technology and
includes the features described above. Usability is assessed during the ChemAthlon
task of PatOlympics and consists of three sessions of 20 minutes each. During each
session, a different intellectual property expert, assisted by a member of our team,
queries the system with one of the topics. He evaluates the quality of the results
returned and can submit up to 200 documents. The tool performance is evaluated with
two criteria: the number of relevant documents among the up-to-200 submitted
documents (so-called recall) and the global appreciation of the system by the experts
(so-called user-happiness).

2. Results
The ad hoc search shows a baseline mean average precision (MAP) of 6.3%. When the
MeSH normalization is performed prior to indexing, the MAP raises up to 8.9%.
Compared to other systems, our approach was ranked as last out of four participants for
the ad hoc search task. However, the query sample, consisting of 6 topics, was regarded
too small to derive statistical significance difference in the results.
The related patent search with baseline settings obtains a MAP of 5.9%, while the
MeSH normalization results in a decrease of the MAP down to 3%. Thus it was
decided to disregard MeSH normalization for this task. On the opposite, the cocitations networks strategy reports a positive impact with a MAP of 8.2%. Our
approach obtained top-performing results, as we were ranked first out of two

participants in TREC-Chem 2011, confirming results obtained in TREC-Chem 2009,
where we were ranked first out of eight participants (Figure 2).

Figure 2. MAP of the runs of the participants of TREC-Chem 2009 (courtesy of M. Lupu). TWINCs’ runs
are depicted by dark blue color.

The chemical expansion feature was not evaluated during the PA task of TRECChem 2011, but during TREC-Chem 2009. It has showed a modest improvement of
MAP from 17.9% to 18.2% (+1.7%).
The TWINC application is freely available for non-commercial use at
http://casimir.hesge.ch/TWINC (Figure 3). Evaluated within the PatOlympics
competition (Table 1), we obtained two successive years the jury’s choice out of five
participants for its usability. Concerning the performances, we were ranked first out of
two teams in 2010, and second in 2011, again with two participating teams.

Figure 3. Prototype of TWINC
2010
Teams
BiTeM
Spinque
CMU

Relevant documents
55
12
-

2011
User happiness
4
2.33
-

Relevant documents
55
75

Table 1. Results of ChemAthlon 2010 and 2011

User happiness
4.66
3.33

3. Discussion
We obtained in TREC-Chem 2011 competitive results for the related patent search, but
less encouraging results for the ad-hoc search. The re-ranking strategy based on
citations seems to be effective. Nevertheless, these results should be balanced by the
very limited set of concurrent teams.
Regarding the chemical query expansion, the improvement obtained by our
approach is quite humble (+1.7%). But this feature was evaluated on the PA task,
during which the MeSH normalization strategy, which has a similar aim, also resulted
in contrasted results. Thus, we can expect that this feature will have more impact for
the TS task. Indeed, while PA topics are constituted of a large portion of text, query
expansion can result in an overload of synonyms bringing a significant noise to the
system. Moreover, a large text will probably already contain a subset of the synonyms,
while a short query will basically contain only one form of a chemical entity. Thus
short topics from the TS task will probably benefits more from this approach.
We have thus developed a user-friendly tool matching some of the requirements of
experts for biomedical IR in patent collections. Indeed, it is of major importance to
provide tools to deal with various ways of naming chemical entities, as it will help
different communities of users to communicate. Indeed, while a drug can be named
with its substance (e.g. fosfomycin) or with its brand name (e.g. Monuril), a biochemist
could potentially failed to retrieve patents of interest if he only searches with the
substance.
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